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230                  ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS.                                           '      \
i
flanges shall be faced in the lathe at right angles with the axis                       I
of the pipes and drilled by template for bolt connections, as
shown on the drawings.                                                                                  ?
13.    Every pipe and special casting shall have cast upon                       / it, in letters and figures two inches long  and J^ inch in relief:                      jt
(1)    The maker's name or initial.                                                           *
(2)     The year in which the casting was made.
(3)    The running number of each successive casting made of the different kinds and sizes required.    The serial number of rejected pipes or specials shall not be duplicated.
14.     The  pipes and special castings   shall be free  from                       \ rust,  and shall be  carefully cleaned with both hard and soft                       \ brushes, to remove all adhering sand,  clay, and dust, or the                            1 exterior and interior surface of the pipes and special castings                            ] shall be thoroughly cleaned   by the   use   of the sand blast if                            ( elected by the trustees.    Both the inside and outside surfaces                       \ of the pipes must be smooth before and after dipping.                                             ;
15.    After   the   pipes   and   special   castings   have   been cleaned to the satisfaction of the chief engineer, they shall be
subjected to a careful and thorough hammer inspection, after                       <
which they shall be thoroughly dried and uniformly heated in suitable ovens to a temperature of 300 Degrees Fahr., and            '            t
then dipped vertically in a bath of coal-tar varnish  composed                      ^
of 5 per cent of resin and 95 per cent of the best coal tar, distilled at a temperature of 440 degrees Fahr., evaporating all the lighter oils and retaining the heavy oils. Each pipe shall be heated to a temperature of 300 degrees Fahr., and shall at that temperature be dipped into the coal-tar varnish, which shall be maintained at a uniform temperature of 280 degrees Fahr., while the pipe is immersed. The pipe shall remain in the varnish at least ten minutes; then withdrawn, drained, and quickly dipped a second time to insure the coating of all parts which may have remained uncoated. The dipping material must be kept free from sand, grit, or other foreign                       :
material. The uniformity of the composition must be maintained by adding fresh materials; and as often as may be . necessary, in the opinion of the chief engineer, the tank shall be emptied and refilled with clean and pure material. The coating must be adhesive, continuous, smooth, hard, yet tough, tenacious, and durable. It must be free from blisters and bubbles.
16.    After being coated, every pipe and casting shall be                      T drained of the surplus varnish, and  when  dry shall be tested,
at the expense of the contractor, under such hydrostatic pressure as is specified for each size of pipe in paragraph 6 of these specifications.

